


About Us
JUVAS started  journey in 1972 in city of joy  by Mr. Srichand Bhutoria as a 
trading company, with low money, credentials and reputation and taken 
forward by Mr. Dilip Kumar Bhutoria and Mr. Sanjay Kumar Bhutoria, the 
company is presently operating under the very competent leadership of Mr. 
Dhhairya Bhutoria and Mr. Gaurav Bhutoria, at first we had nothing to rely 
on but a little technology,trustworthy colleagues and little patience. 
Nonetheless,the company experienced rapid growth because every 
colleagues exerted their maximum efforts and devoted their lives to earn 
the trust of the company.We wanted to be a magnificent company where we 
not only wanted to focus on serving customer but we also want that our all 
employees could believe in each other, abandon selfish motives, and be 
truly proud to work. At Present Day Juvas is a leading Fast Moving Electrical 
Goods (FMEG) Company and a major power distribution equipment 
manufacturer with a strong global presence. Juvas enjoys enviable market 
dominance across a wide spectrum of products, including, Cables & Wires, 
Motors, Fans, Modular Switches, Power Capacitors, led light  etc.





niqueness (JUVAS aim to create a unique alchemy of outstanding products, operational 

excellence, path-breaking customer service, and compelling marketing and to continuously enhance our core 
and unique technologies, and develop new world-class technologies and products to expand our offering to 
customers.)

ttract and empower great people (JUVAS aims to offer its people career development that rewards 

results, enterprise, mentorship and teamwork. We achieve business results by empowering our people. We have 
employees all around the world and recognize that our business thrives on the diversity of our people and their 
ideas.)

uccessful (Our one of the mission is our name shall be recognized widely as a benchmark and shall 

serve as a role model and an inspiration to other Indian engineering products companies)
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ubilant (We aim to spread a great sense of happiness through our products so that we could reach 

our ultimate goal of spreading some positivity among people.)

alour (It represents our courage and readiness to face any upcoming challenge. We believe that we 

can face and overcome any obstacle until we are not ready to give up.)



Adding Value Through Corporate Social Responsiblity



Our organization is shaped to achieve 
certain goals and objectives by 
bringing individuals together on a 
common platform and motivating 
them to deliver their level best. This 
leads to satised employees and 
increased productivity. We value 
creativity and encourage employees 
to feel inspired about their work, and to 
nd meaning and innovation in their 
individual roles. We nurture those who 
strive to learn and improve and who 
recognize and value opportunities. We 
embrace high work standards and 
make sure our values of integrity, 
excellence, teamwork, commitment 
and sustainability come to life in the 
way we work.





Distribution Network



Range Of Products

Fan | Wire | Capacitor | Casing Capping | Led | Switch Accessories | Switch Gear | Mcb | Agriculture
  



Ghuskara Municipality | Haringhata Municipality | Khardah Municipality | Bharaya Reserve Bank | Barrackpore Municipality | Barasat Municipality | Bongaon Municipality | Paniha Municipality | Garden Reach Ship Builders Engineers Ltd |

NHDC limited | Office of Chief Electrical Engineers & Construcon (Jalpaiguri) | Cantonment Board (Barrackpore) | Vikram Traders | Office of the Superintending Engineer Electrical Circle (R&B) [Bhubaneswar] | Nadia zila Parishad | 

Ramnagar Gram Panchayat | Haringhata Panchayat Samiti | Sarati Gram Panchayat | Simurali Gram Panchayat | Kamarha Municipality | Department of (Commerce) [Kolkata] | Eastern Railway (Kanchrapara)| 

Coal India Limited (South Eastern & West Eastern) | Paradip Port Trust | Meghalaya Energy Corporation Limited | Government of Manipur (PWD)|
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